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About This Game

Jump-n-dodge couch-multiplayer arcade action to the beat of the music!

---

Spin the Beat is a game designed to bring friends together for some good-old-fashioned couch-multiplayer fun. With simple
controls and simple objectives, it's a game that anyone can pick up and play.

You and up to three friends are dropped into a small environment which quickly comes to life in bright colors and intense
sounds as simple but devious enemies do everything in their power to knock you and your friends off the edge. You can work
together to keep the game going for as long as possible … or knock each other around to try to earn the highest score! Rack up
points by surviving consecutive waves, defeating enemies, and defeating each other. Watch out for sudden events that can mix

up gameplay, including power-ups and wild changes in the world's behavior!

Spin the Beat can be played with 1 to 4 simultaneous players on a single screen.

---

FEATURES

- Rapid-fire gameplay that keeps you guessing
- Random events which mix up gameplay as soon as you think you've seen every trick the world can throw your way

- One simple objective: Don't fall off!
- Six color-coded enemies with wildly varying behaviors, but who share the common goal of knocking you off the tiny world

- Simple, intuitive controls that make it easy to pick up and play
- Play how you want - go for points in Party Mode or compete to be the last one standing in Survival Mode

- Semi-procedural music – no two play sessions will have exactly the same soundtrack!
- Multiple environments, each with their own distinct visual style, soundscape, and gameplay twists

---

Spin the Beat is an enhanced and expanded remake of BeatBox, a student game developed at DigiPen Institute of Technology in
2014 by the creator of Spin the Beat.

---

TECHNICAL NOTES

Spin the Beat requires 1 to 4 Xbox 360 gamepads. Keyboard controls are available for Player 1 only.

Spin the Beat uses the XCI Unity package for player input, which specifically requires Xbox 360 gamepads. To use other
gamepads, it is recommended that Windows users use the x360ce third-party software to rebind controls, and Mac users use the

Enjoyable third-party software to rebind controls.
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Title: Spin the Beat
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Clockwork Anomaly, LLC
Publisher:
Clockwork Anomaly, LLC
Release Date: 5 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 250 MB available space

Additional Notes: Requires 1 to 4 Xbox 360 Gamepads

English
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Half-Life 2 Beta Updated:
The Half-Life 2 Beta has been updated to include support for launching directly into VR mode when started from VR mode in
Steam. This includes Episode 1, Episode 2, Lost Coast, and Half-Life: Source.
. Half-Life 2 Beta updated:
We have released a Beta update for Half-Life 2 and associated games.
Changes in this update are:

Fixed occasional save game corruption when running under Linux and Mac OS X

Fixed strider footsteps not being heard in Episode One

. Half-Life 2 Beta updated:
We have released a Beta update for Half-Life 2 and associated games.
Changes in this update are:

 Fixed intro videos not playing when starting the game

 Fixed recap video when starting Episode 2 not playing

 Fixed crash when running with "-vr" on OS X 10.8

 Fixed music not playing in game on OS X for some users

 Fixed background maps displaying incorrectly when using a non-default FOV

 Fixed G-Man left eye being off-center in the introduction sequence

 Fixed Fisherman not opening the door for you in Lost Coast

 Fixed up some detail types in detail.vbsp

We also have several map specific fixes in this update, thanks to pepper314:

d1_canals_03

 Fixed player being able to destroy stone walls around vents

 Fixed manhack stinger not playing

d1_eli_02

 Fixed "Blast From the Past" automatically being achieved

d1_trainstation_01

 Fixed FOV being locked to 75 regardless of players' settings
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d1_trainstation_03

 Changed fog controller to get around fog issue when changing level

d1_trainstation_04

 Fixed music not playing

d1_trainstation_05

 Fixed Breen not playing scenes correctly

d3_breen_01

 Fixed scenes playing to early #766

d3_c17_08

 Changed catwalk destruction behaviour; sequence is better synchronised

Episode 1

 Fixed missing Episode 2 teaser when finishing the game

Episode 2
ep2_outland_02

 Fixed FOV being locked to 75 regardless of players' settings

. Half-Life 2 Beta updated:
We have released a Beta update for Half-Life 2 and associated games.
Changes in this update are:

Fixed scenes in games very rarely not playing, preventing forward progress in a level

Fixed outdated materials on trees and fences

Drawbridge sound reverted to lower-quality version

Fixed red-tint on Half-Life 2 ending scene when running under Linux

. Half-Life 2 Beta updated:
We have released a Beta update for Half-Life 2 and associated games.
Changes in this update are:
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Improved Russian audio localization

Fixed crash under Linux when playing the Episode 2 teaser at the end of Episode 1

Fixed gates in d2_coast_03 not opening if a stray piece of debris was behind them

Fixed in game text language to follow Steam language on Mac OS X and Linux, mirroring Windows behavior

Fixed being able to open door in d2_prison_03 before killing Antlion

Fixed being able to rotate light bridges in ep1_citadel_03

Fixed missing texture in Judith Mossman transmission in ep1_citadel_03

Fixed music not continuing after save game load in d2_coast_08

Fixed crash when using custom hud settings under Linux

. Half-Life 2 Beta updated:
We have released a Beta update for Half-Life 2 and associated games.
Changes in this update are:

Fixed game play issues when starting from older saves

Fixed fisherman not moving correctly in Half-Life 2: LostCoast

Fixed bad funnel effect in ep1_citadel_01 (thanks to Filip Victor for details on the issue)

Note - This update breaks any save games that were made DURING the beta, if you get an error on load of a save then you will
need to manually restart that map, the command to type is shown in the console.
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